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Which MMO games are compatible with Mac: First of all, what is the difference between Mac OS and Windows OS? Mac OS is a Unix-based operating system with a gui other than Windows. Each of the operating systems has different architectures and they have different software. It goes the same way
for the Games. Playing on PC does not work on Mac OS unless the developer has made the game multi-platform.  So what MMO games work on Mac? Generally browser based MMO Games are compatible with Mac. Unfortunately, there are client-based MMO's that are only compatible with Windows
OS-based computers, a.k.a. PCs. While most publishers aim for more accessiblility, this is usually the choice of the developer. Turning a PC-based MMO game into a MAC based game is not an easy task and it requires additional developers, and it increases the cost of developing the studio. With the
development of cloud gaming, MAC users will be able to play multiple titles in the future. Today, browser-based games that are flash-based or UNITY 3D-based are 100% compatible with MAC systems and Mac OS. We regularly update this list of free MMO Games for MAC. MMORPG is short for
Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game. Thousands of players around the world can play these games online at the same time. Most of them are compatible with Mac and PC, so players can connect seamlessly related to the device they're using. Although Windows is the most popular operating
system when it comes to gaming, most of the game developers make appropriate versions for Mac users. Almost all popular and commercial games have proper Windows and Mac versions, even Android and iOS apps, so MMORPG enthusiasts can play them no matter what type of device they use.
Here is a list of the best MMORPG for Mac for this year: 1. World of Warcraft Source: G2A.com WoW has a great fantasy universe that was first created in 2004, and the last and present iteration takes place in the world of Azeroth. This game has over 100 million registered accounts and it is also one of
the highest-earning MMORPG franchises of all time. It is still one of the most popular games, and also other game companies are using it as an inspiration for their strategy releasement. 2. EVE Online Source: EVE Online This is an online space-based game, and players must complete a lot of tasks and
activities, like mining, trading, exploration and so on. It was released in 2003, and today, the rights to Atari, Inc. EVE Online have over 500,000 active players trying to win the perfect space game. 3. Runescape Source: RuneScape This is a fantasy game that was originally released in 2001, and since
then, a few versions of it were or are still available for Mac. The story is divided into realms, smaller regions and cities. Gamers travel through this imaginary universe trying to build and follow a Many of the players can also buy boosters and gold from RsGoldFast and similar platforms to achieve better
results. The game is also available for iOS, and you can play on your iPhone or iPad when you're away from home but still have another tournament. 4. Final Fantasy XIV Final Fantasy XIV is not only available for Windows and Mac. It can also be played on PlayStation and when available for Xbox, but
due to inconsistencies, it's not available for it. The player can explore the land of Eorzea and save it from the invasion of the Garlean Empire and other threats. The original name of the game was Rapture. 5. Trove Source: Trion Worlds This is a game where players take a certain role, coming with
different fighting styles and skills so they can access and pass on the critical points, named portals, so they can reach the higher levels, gain experience and improve the skills and resources. Throve is available for Windows, Mac and also for PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. 6. Albion Online Source: YouTube
Albion Online is an interactive game developed in Germany. In the first moments, only founder packages were available, and gamers could buy them to play beta versions of the game. After the full version was released, these packages were stopped, but those that had them have some VIP features.
Younger players can buy limited memberships, but they don't offer all the benefits of the starter packages. 7. Marvel Heroes 2015 Marvel Heroes 2015, along with Marvel Heroes 2016 and Marvel Heroes Omega were free to play games that include the most popular and beloved characters like Iron Man,
Captain America, Wolverine and many others that can be unlocked during the game. In 2017 Disney decided to break up with the developers and the game was taken out, but people who played it still love it and hope that one day it will be re released again. 8. Champions of Regnum Source: YouTube
The game was formerly named Regnum Online and was developed in Argentina. In the United States, it was known as Realms Online. The players have to fight and take over the forts and castles. It is located in a medieval virtual world, and the characters can be customized according to players'
preferences. 9. Fallen Earth Source: WallpaperAccess Story is located in a post-apocalyptic world, close to the Grand Canyon. Players can choose from a wide range of elements, tools, vehicles, combat equipment and weapons, following the locations on real world based maps. A few natural disasters hit
the United States, and the players are trying to salvage what's left of the world they previously knew. 10. Guild Wars 2 Source: Guild Wars 2 This is a game for those who love dragons and fantasy worlds. The game follows the player's response, so it can automatically create a unique and dynamic story
that never gets boring. Although the installation requires a Version purchase, the game was sold in over 5 million copies until 2015, and after that, it became free to play on each device. 11. Lord of the Rings Online Source: Polygon We all know the history of the Middle East, and the films are still popular.
The same goes for the game, which is based on JRR Tolkien fantasy. Players can choose characters and create strategies. It is expected that in 2021 there will be a new episode of this fantasy MMORPG game. 12. Star Trek Online Source: TrekMovie.com This is another game based on a popular
franchise. It is located in the 25th century. It was available for both Windows and Mac, but due to technical issues OS X no longer supports this game. Star Trek enthusiasts can still play it on PlayStation 4 or Xbox One, but many of them are nostalgic about the Mac version. There are many more games
available for macOS that can be played online, along with your teammates from different parts of the world. You only need to look for good games on the internet and find the one you like best. There are plenty of Mac users all over the world, and you can definitely connect with many of them so you can
play your favorite game together. To learn more about how games work, or create one, check out sites like these. Role games for Mac are massively multuplayer online games that can be played on Apple's MacOS or other Maacintosh operating systems. Wizard 101 is a wizard-themed fantasy MMORPG
or massively multiplayer online role-playing game in which players enter one of seven prestigious wizard schools to learn new magical skills and go on adventures. Go on quests to halt the plans of the evil wizard Malistaire Drake. Read more Warhammer Online: Age of Reckoning is a fantasy MMORPG
or 'massively multiplayer online role-playing game' with emphasis on different types of large and small PvP. Players experienced faction based brawls, Realm vs Realm action and public quests in the game's open world. Read more Lord of the Rings Online is a fantasy MMORPG or 'massively multiplayer
online role-playing game' that shares the same epic universe as JRR Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit. The game takes place in Middle Earth, where players go on solo and co-op quests and adventures, often against the evil servants of Sauron. Play as one of four unique races: Man, Elf,
Dwarf or Hobbit. Rating: (18 ratings, average: 3.67/5) Developer: Turbine Publisher: Turbine Type: MMORPG Model: Free-to-play Platform: PC Engine: Turbine G3, Havok Engine Status: Released Release Date: April 8, 2007 Read more Star Trek Online is a sci-fi space travel MMORPG or 'massively
multiplayer online role-playing game' set in the same universe as the popular TV and movie Star Trek series. Game Players chance to explore the final frontier with their own spaceships. Go on missions, venture into new worlds filled with life, civilizations and dangers. Rating: (9 ratings, average: 2.89/5)
Developer: Cryptic Studios Publisher: ARC Games Type: MMORPG Model: Free-to-play Platform: PC, Xbox One, PlayStation 4 Engine: Proprietary, Cryptic Engine Status: Released North American &amp; European Release Date: February 2, 2010 Read more Wild Terra is a sandbox survival MMO or
'massively multiplayer online game' played from a top-down point of view. Players collect resources by hunting, collecting and fighting in the desert. Building a home and protecting it from other players may require some team work. Survival is not an easy task. Rating: (15 ratings, average: 2.67/5)
Developer: Juvty Worlds Publisher: Juvty Worlds Type: Sandbox MMORPG Model: Free-to-play Release Date: December 18, 2017 PvE: Surviving in wild nature, Unlimited Building, Harvesting, Gathering, Crafting, Hunting PvP: Sieges, Competitive hunting Read more Albion Online is a sandbox medieval
fantasy MMORPG or 'massively multiplayer online role-playing game'. The game is strong player driven with emphasis on player population for many activities. The game focuses on intense and harsh punitive PvP interactions as well as group combat. Rating: (149 ratings, average: 3.24 /5) Developer:
Sandbox Interactive Publisher: Sandbox Interactive Lead Game Designer: Robin Henkys Type: MMORPG Model: Buy-to-play Platform: PC, OS X, Linux, Mobile Devices Engine: Unity Release Date: July 17, 2017 PvP: Guild vs Guild, Open-world PvE: Monster Hunting Quests, Dungeons Read More Eve
Online is a space-based sandbox MMORPG or 'multiplayer massive online role-playing game' set over 21,000 years in the future. Humanity has drained most of earth's resources and has taken to the stars! Expansion has led to several factions fighting over the vast resources of the Milky Way, similar to
the events that led to Earth's death. Rating: (42 ratings, average: 3.50 /5) Developer: CCP Games Western Publisher: Simon &amp; Schuster Interactive Producer: Andie Nordgren Type: Space Flight Simulation MMORPG Model: Subscription Platform: PC, macOS Engine: Trinity, Ambulation Read more
Final Fantasy XIV is fantasy MMORPG or 'massively multiplayer online role-playing' set in the main area of Eorzea, a continent on the planet Hydaelun. Players adventure as one of the six playable races. Starting the game, players wake up with the ability to see the past. The PC version was originally
released in September 2010 and gen released in 2013 after a complete review. Rating: (94 ratings, average: 4.23/5) Series: Final Fantasy Developer: Square Enix Publisher: Square Enix Directors: Nobuaki Komoto, Naoki Yoshida Type: MMORPG Model: Buy-to-play, Platform: PC, PS4 Engine: Crystal
Tools PvP: Duels, Arenas, Battlegrounds PvE: Monster Hunting Quests, Dungeons, Raids, World Bosses Read more Try 3 days free without limits.20% DISCOUNT with coupon: MMOPULSE © 2019 MMOPulse: Discover MMORPG &amp; MMO Games – News, Top Lists &amp; Reviews Scroll Up
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